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UNCLASSIFIED

Training Goals
Identify the roots of mechanical failures and use logic analysis
to follow those failures back to their sources.
• Identify failure root type: physical and human
• Understand the sequence of analysis:
• Component Failure Analysis (CFA)
• Root Cause Investigation (RCI)
• Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
• Know the difference between preventive and
reactive analysis.
• Recognize the benefits and savings aspects of
root cause analysis.
• Be exposed to different types of Logical Analysis models
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Root Cause Analysis
• Ideally, we can use Root Cause Analysis
(RCA) to minimize failures and the impacts
that those failures have on the goals of our
organizations
• The goal of RCA is to identify underlying
problems and apply our findings to other
ships and systems as a way to prevent
similar problems in the future
• Avoiding failures increases mission reliability
and reduces overall lifecycle costs and down
time
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The Sequence of Analysis
• Component Failure Analysis (CFA)
• Root Cause Investigation (RCI)
• Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
Similar, yet different according to size and scope

The goal is to find simple factors in complex systems and situations:
“If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well
enough” – Albert Einstein
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The Purpose of Each Step: CFA

Component Failure Analysis
• What broke?
• How to fix it?
• Purpose: Find it, fix it
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The Purpose of Each Step: RCI

Root Cause Investigation
• Includes CFA
• Goes beyond component level
• Begins to analyze causal factors
• Still at local level
• Purpose: Determine how the
failure happened.
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The Purpose of Each Step: RCA

Root Cause Analysis
• Includes CFA and RCI
• Extends to management systems
that allow failures to exist
Purpose: Examine root cause of
the failure, determine failure
impacts, and prevent failure from
occurring again.
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Failure and Accident Analysis
Machinery fails while in service. Some potential reasons are:
Potential Reasons (Not causes)
Structural loading

Improper usage

Human error

Wear and
corrosion

Loads exceed
design capacity

Mishandling of
parts or tools

Latent defects

Parts simply wear
out

Processes not
followed

Machinery Failure Analysis: a logical process for tracing
machinery failure to its origins.
Many methods and systems in place
Large organizations often have analysis systems in place
Symptoms are not problems: poor training, processes
not followed and human error are symptoms of an
underlying problem, not the root cause
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Why Did it Fail or Happen?
Root Cause Analysis works to avoid supposition and blame.
Common Problem Solving Without Analysis:
• Why did this happen?
• Find an answer quick!
• Who’s to blame!
• Just Fix It!

Instead, probe factual data to determine:
•
•
•
•

First, determine what happened (CFA)
Second, describe how it happened (RCI)
Third, understand why it happened (RCA)
Address the cause and others like it

Ensure the “problem” is not a symptom of
an underlying problem
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Removing Fear From The Process

Is there fear of punishment?
•
•
•
•
•

Will I get blamed?
Will I look stupid?
Will I get yelled at?
Will I get fired?
Will I have to pay for damages?
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Removing Fear From The Process

Investigations rely on honest input
•
•
•
•

Maybe I should just keep my mouth shut
It wasn’t me!
It was that way when I found it!
…I don’t know…
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Three Types of Root Causes

Physical
•
•
•
•
•

Fatigue
Overload
Wear
Corrosion
Combination of the above
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Three Types of Root Causes

Human
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Omission/Commission
Manufacturing
Maintenance
Installation
Operation
Situational Blindness & Bias
Combination of the above
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Three Types of Root Causes

Latent
•
•
•
•
•

Management
Policies
Environment
Practices
Combination of the above
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Investigating The Three Root Types

Physical Roots:

• If an investigation of a physical failure
doesn’t correctly identify the physical roots,
then further analysis of other causes, such
as human and latent, will not be successful
• It is important to look at the physical failure
and determine all of the reasons why you
weren’t able to respond appropriately
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Investigating The Three Root Types

Human Roots:
• Result in physical failure
• Cause most mechanical and system
failures
• An action planned but not carried out
according to the plan
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Investigating The Three Root Types

Latent Roots:

• Systems or practices that allow human
and physical roots to exist
• Management problems that cause errors
• Environment where errors are likely to
occur
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Failure Scenario
A shaft failed. Physical analysis showed that the failure was due to rotating
bending fatigue. It was deduced that the fatigue was complicated by corrosion
and stress concentration.

The investigation discovered:
•

Millwright installed the shaft
misaligned.

This caused the rotating
bending.

•

Receiving didn’t inspect the
shaft for errors and there was
no corrosion warning.

Shaft received as if it was in
perfect condition and would
meet demands.

•

Machinist put a sharp corner in
the shaft instead of a radius.

Corner caused stress
concentration.
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Failure Scenario: Stress Concentration

Shaft with a Radius
Bearing or Collar

Shaft without a Radius
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Failure Scenario
A shaft failed. Physical analysis showed that the failure was due to rotating
bending fatigue. It was deduced that the fatigue was complicated by corrosion
and stress concentration.

The investigation discovered:
•

Millwright installed the shaft
misaligned.

This caused the rotating
bending.

•

Receiving didn’t inspect the
shaft for errors and there was
no corrosion warning.

Shaft received as if it was in
perfect condition and would
meet demands.

•

Machinist put a sharp corner in
the shaft instead of a radius.

Corner caused stress
concentration.

•

Design engineer didn’t expect
corrosive conditions and used
the wrong alloy.

Wrong alloy allowed the
shaft to corrode faster.
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Roots of Failure
There were three general causal root types:
•

The shaft failed due to rotating bending fatigue
complicated by stress concentration and corrosion.

Physical root

Behind the scenes
•

The Millwright installed the shaft misaligned

Human root

•

Management's policy was to use laser alignment,
but it was not enforced due to a lack of time

Latent root

•

Receiving didn’t inspect the shaft for errors and
there was no corrosion warning

Latent root

•

The Machinist put a sharp corner in the shaft
instead of a radius

Human root

•

The design engineer didn’t expect corrosive
conditions and used the wrong alloy

Human root

•

He was under pressure from his boss, and not well
trained in important areas

Latent root

All of these root causes led to the eventual destruction of the shaft – and all of
them could have been prevented.
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Single or Multiple Roots?
Several causal roots often lie at the
heart of failure.

Physical Roots
• Rotating bending fatigue
• Corrosion
• Stress concentration
Human Roots
• Design engineer didn’t
anticipate corrosive
conditions
• Machinist put sharp corner
in shaft
• Millwright misaligned shaft

All of these root causes led to the
eventual destruction of the shaft
– and all of them could have
been prevented.

Latent Roots
• Engineer under pressure
from boss, not well trained
• Shaft wasn’t inspected at
receiving plant
• Company policy did not
enforce laser alignment
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Failure in Complex Systems
Complex systems fail in complex ways

• Difficult to predict failure of system
• Usually have multiple causal factors/roots

Complex systems often affected by cascade failure
• Failure of one part leads to failure of subsequent parts
• Human intervention can complicate failure pattern
• Multiple latent roots often present

Investigation may not find initial cause of failure
• Determining as many roots as possible best option
• Situational blindness and bias often a factor
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Situational Blindness
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannot see all contributing factors
Narrow focus - Lateral Inhibition
Situational Blindness (SB)
Event Boundaries (AB)
Change Blindness (CB)
McGurk Effect (Sight/Sound Mismatch)
Stroop Effect (Mismatch of Stimuli)
Confabulation
Illusory Truth Effect & Knowledge
Neglect (False becomes True)
Cognitive Ease (Picture vs Print)
Environmental considerations
Reliance on second-hand information
Latent roots
Missing evidence
Cognitive/Situational Bias
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Situational Bias
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confirmation bias
Personal bias
Lev Kuleshov Effect (LKE)
Color Psychology
Personnel bias
Perception biased by others (MM)
Memory Reliability (MR)
Witness & Question Bias (QB)
Mandela Effect (ME)
Potential involvement
Misleading statements
Unintentional misdirection
Group-think
Psychological impact of failure
Ulterior motives
Authority bias
Historic patterns of behavior
In-group bias
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Examples of Situational
Blindness/Bias
“I can’t unscrew this air filter” (Bias)

• Biased by comment
• Attempted several methods to unscrew filter
• Took another look after a break

“I think there’s a leak on the AC Unit” (Blindness)
• Wiper told not to needle-gun AC Unit piping
• Second hand information
• Honest response

Ship DIW and on emergency power (Blindness)
•
•
•
•

Generators tripped off-line
Engine room filling with smoke
1AE only person who knew what happened
Honest response
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Chain of Errors

Failure is usually a chain of events or errors
• Prevention of any one event could break the chain
• Prevention of ultimate failure does not ensure trouble free
situation
• Events often appear unrelated until final analysis
• Early identification of potential issues critical
• What-If scenarios assist in avoiding or mitigating failures
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Chain of Errors

Benjamin Franklin’s Chain of Events/Errors:
 For want of a nail, a horseshoe was lost,
 for want of a shoe, a horse was lost,
 for want of a horse, a rider was lost,
 for want of a rider, an army was lost,
 for want of an army, a battle was lost,
 for want of a battle the war was lost,
 for want of the war, the kingdom was lost,
…and all for the want of a little horseshoe nail.
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Multiple Roots
Multiple Roots
• Interaction
• Feature of mechanical or other breakdown
Charles Latino’s idea:
• Big problems seldom caused by only one error
• Chain or sequence of errors
• Small errors recognized  big problems stopped
• Small errors unrecognized  big problems occur
Negative Feedback:
Built into every process and human interaction
“The reason we survive this awesome potential (for big problems)
is because we are continually noticing these changes and taking
action to break the chains.”

Track down small roots = eliminate big failures
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General Analysis
Predictive: Looks at what might happen
Generate statistical prediction
Plan ahead to react to these failures
Solve them before bigger problems occur
Look at potential failures
Design process so failures are minimized,
averted all together
• Develop ways to correct problems before
they occur
• Handle problems without disrupting ongoing
process
•
•
•
•
•

Preventive analysis attempts to prevent
initial failures
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General Analysis
Reactive: Looks at what happened
• Investigate problems or undesirable outcomes
• Delve into existing situation
• Discover how to recover and prevent
Reactive analyses are used to prevent similar
failures
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Logical Analysis Techniques
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barrier Analysis
Bayesian Inference
Causal Factor Tree Analysis
Change Analysis
Current Reality Tree
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
Fault Tree Analysis
5 Whys
Ishikawa Diagram
Pareto Analysis
The 8 Disciplines (8D) approach
Cause Mapping
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Selecting the Best Tool
Selection impacted by:
Many different systems
Failure environment
Persons involved
Reliability of the information
No one tool offers best
approach
• Needs and problem
complexity determine which
tool or group to use
• The most familiar tool
•
•
•
•
•

Look for another tool when current tool fails to discover root cause
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Barrier Analysis
Control measure designed to prevent harm to vulnerable or valuable objects,
such as people, buildings, or machines.
•
•

Trost and Nertney developed it in 1985
Structured way to visualize events related to system failure

Establishes what barriers, defenses, or controls need
to be established or installed to prevent failure or
increase system safety.

Four types of barriers:
• Physical = alarm
• Natural = replacing a pressure
valve and reviewing it every 3
hours
• Human action barriers = control
and restraint of violence
• Administrative barriers =
supervisor corrects employee’s
behavior for safety reasons
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Bayesian Inference
Method of statistical
inference in which evidence
or observations are used to
calculate the probability
something might come true.
• Used almost exclusively
by statisticians
• Comes from its use of the
Bayes' theorem in the
calculation process
Predicting
• Used primarily as
predictive analysis
technique

the failure of structural beams
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Causal Factor Tree Analysis
Technique is based on displaying causal factors in a tree-structure
such that cause-effect dependencies are clearly identified.
Used to investigate a single
adverse event or consequence
Shows single event as the top
item in tree
Displays factors of immediate
causes directly below single
event
Links effects using branches
Set of immediate causes must
meet certain criteria for
necessity, sufficiency, and
existence

Cause 1
Failure

AND
Cause 2
OR
Cause 3
OR
Cause 4
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Change Analysis
Investigation technique used for problems or accidents:
What changed that might have caused the problem?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compare a situation with no problem to a situation with
problem
Identify changes or differences
Explain why problem occurred
Relies on statistical
analysis
Is appropriate for larger
systems
Used in Six Sigma
approach
Is a natural way we tend
to troubleshoot machinery

Case Study: USNS BRIDGE
attached LO Pump Coupling
failure
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Current Reality Tree
A technique that lists observed undesirable events (UDE), then guides the
investigator towards one or more root causes.

•

•

•

•

Treats multiple
problems as
symptoms arising
from ultimate root
causes
Describes main
perceived symptoms
and apparent root
cause(s) or conflict
Shows secondary
/hidden problems
that lead up to
perceived
symptom(s)
Easy to identify
connections or
dependencies that
would bring about
biggest positive
change
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Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
FMEA:
•
•
•
•
•

Promotes identifying potential failure
modes based on past experience
Assists in designing failures out of
systems
Reduces expenditures, development
time, and costs
Used in product development,
operations management, and product
life cycles
Documents current knowledge and
actions about risks of failures on
continuous improvement
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Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
What is FMEA?
A structured, proactive approach to:
Recognize, evaluate, and prioritize
potential failures and their effects by:
• Identifying ways things can fail
• Estimating severity and probability,
the product of which is Risk
• Estimating risk associated with causes
• Prioritizing risk according to severity,
frequency, and ease of detection
(RPN = S x F x D)
• Identify actions to eliminate or reduce
potential failure
• Document and share the process

•

What is a Failure mode?
The way in which something could fail
to perform its intended function
Example failure: Pump fails to pump
Potential failure modes:
• Pump doesn’t start
• Pump doesn’t turn
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Fault Tree Analysis
A top-down, deductive failure
analysis where a failed system is
analyzed using Boolean logic
The failure is shown at the top of
the diagram with AND and OR
elements that contributed to the
problem shown below as a chain
of potential events
Method works backward from
failure to identify potential
contributors and how they
related to the failure chain
Used in safety engineering to
determine probability of hazards

AND

&

OR
Logic Symbols
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The “5 Whys”
Repeat…
• Used to explore the cause/effect
relationships underlying a particular
problem
• Determines root cause of defect or
problem
• Repeat 5 times so nature of problem
becomes clear
• Developed by Toyota Motor
Corporation
• Now used within Kaizen, Lean
Manufacturing, Six Sigma, and many
others
• Keep in mind: "People do not fail,
processes do“
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Ishikawa/Fishbone Diagrams
Diagrams that show causes of certain events, sometimes called Fishbone Diagrams.
Provides a template that suggests areas to investigate and shows potential
relationships between potential causes
Categories
include:
•

People

•

Methods

•

Machines

•

Material

•

Measurements

•

Environment

Uses:
• To record 5 Whys process or to support other processes
• For brainstorming, larger analyses
• For product design and quality defect prevention
• To identify potential factors causing overall effect
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Pareto Analysis
•

A statistical technique that selects a
limited number of tasks that produce
the most significant, overall effect

•

It uses the Pareto Principle (also
known as the 80/20 rule), where
80% of the effects come from 20%
of the causes

•

Can be used in conjunction with the
Ishikawa/fishbone diagrams

•

Useful when multiple courses of
action compete for attention

•

Estimates benefit delivered by each
action

•

Selects most effective actions to
deliver greatest benefit

•

Works best when combined with
other analytical tools
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Pareto Chart
•
•
•
•
•

Contains both bars
and line graph
Represents individual values in
descending order by bars,
cumulative total by line
Adds up to 100%
Left Vertical Axis = frequency of
occurrence, cost, or other unit of
measure
Right Vertical Axis = cumulative
percentage of total occurrences,
cost, or unit of measure

Purpose:
• Highlights most important set of
factors
• Represents most common sources
of defects, highest occurring
defects, most frequent reasons

•

Can be generated by simple
spreadsheet programs
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The 8 Disciplines (8D) Approach
The eight disciplines (8D) model is a problem solving approach
used to identify, correct, and eliminate recurring problems by
establishing a permanent corrective action based on statistical
analysis focusing on root causes
Approach typically employed by quality engineers in various
industries
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Cause Mapping vs Conventional
RCA
How is Cause Mapping different?

It focuses on:
• Finding specific solutions to prevent problems
• Output is a specific set of actions to prevent the
occurrence or reoccurrence of failures
• Reveals all possible solutions
• Selects best solutions
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Cause Mapping Method
Three-Step ProcesS:
• Identify problem with ongoing
process
• Conduct investigation to find
problem and solution
• Implement solution into newly
changed or ongoing process

Organizational Steps:
• Define issue by its impact to
overall organizational goals
• Analyze causes in visual map to
determine what is really going on
• Prevent or mitigate any negative
impact to goals by selecting most
effective solutions
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Benefits and Savings
RCA benefits the organization through:
• Increased mission availability
• Increased asset reliability
• Fewer repeated failures
• Avoidance of similar failures
• Lower Life-Cycle costs
• Reducing maintenance and repair
• Uncovering cause/failure relationships
• Identifying and addressing root causes
instead of symptoms
• Providing tangible evidence of cause-effect
and solutions
• Allowing treatment of causes with
organizational perspective
RCA often shows 6-10 times the cost
of its program in savings – just for the maintenance
organization not the larger organization).
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Summary/Recap
You should now understand:
The three types of roots: Physical, Human and Latent
• Physical roots must be identified before the process
can continue
• Human roots are related to actions, inactions,
policies, and management
• Latent roots may remain “hidden” due to situational
blindness
That CFA, RCI and RCA are steps in the RCA process
• CFA identifies what failed
• RCI looks for why it failed
• RCA looks for the underlying root causes of the
failure, identifies ways to avoid or mitigate the
failure, and implements corrective action
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Summary/Recap
You should also understand and appreciate:
• The difference between Proactive versus Reactive
Analysis
• The benefits and savings associated with RCA
• The many “tools” available for conducting RCA
• How early separation of witnesses and the removal of
fear from the workplace increase your chances of
gathering accurate information
• Situational Blindness and Bias, hidden agendas, fading
and faulty memory hamper investigations
• Focusing on problems, not people or symptoms, is the
underlying principle of RCA
• The goal of RCA is the identification of root causes to
reduce risk by taking actions that avoid or mitigate
future or similar failures to equipment or systems
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Why Chief Engineers Should Apply RCA
“Pump broke…fix pump” insufficient for Description and Required
Action
•

Fixing a broken pump may not address the root cause of the failure (e.g.,
Kilauea Evaporator pump)

•

Chief Engineer submits CASREP and/or VRR required to effect repair.

•

VRR provides failure details, and recommended parts and action.

•

Port Engineer uses information contained in VRR to develop work item.

•

Work item may repair equipment, but not address root cause of failure.

•

Ask Tech Rep or Repair Contractor ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions during repair.

•

Chief & Port Engineer use experience to process repair contractor
information and inspect parts with similar questions in mind.

•

Chief and Port Engineer use RCA principles to identify root cause.

•

Identification of root cause provides insights into how to reduce RISK.

•

Reducing RISK results in increased mean time between failures, system
reliability, and safety, while reducing life-cycle/maintenance/repair costs.
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What Happens Next?
Okay, the root causes have been identified…now what?
• Material failure as a root cause?
• Fatigue?
• Age?
• Operating conditions?
• Quality control?
• Operational failure as a root cause?
• Process?
• Training?
• Maintenance?
• Contractor?
• Corrective/Preventive Action to take once root cause is identified
• TRANSALT
• SAMM Feedback (PM Periodicity, Narrative, Applicability)
• Adhoc Maintenance (Conditional requirements)
• Parts Feedback (Quality, Handling, Life Expectancy)
• SMS feedback (Operational changes/procedures)
• RCA is only first step in preventing or mitigating future failures;
correction requires repair of the equipment failure ‘and’
correction of the root cause.
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Additional Considerations
Remember the lesson of the attached diesel engine
lube oil pump coupling on the T-AOE
• Sometimes one RCA tool may fail due to unknown causes, and
when that happens, there are other tools available
• The more familiar you are with other tools, the more effective
and comprehensive will be your investigation and analysis
• Sometimes correction of a situation identified by RCA reveals
system problems that may not have directly contributed to the
failure under investigation, but may result in failures in other
systems
• Sometimes actions resulting from an RCA require investigation of
similar situations that might exist elsewhere in the fleet
• Shelf-life considerations are often overlooked
• Remember to consider adding ad hoc maintenance to cover
shelf-life issues associated with spare or repair parts
• Do not be afraid to share your information with other ships/port
engineers
• Remember to use feedback as a after-action/analysis tool
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